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We analyse the combinatorial complexity K(F) of the minimum M(x, y) of a collection F of 
n continuous bivariate functions fdx, y), ... ,f~ (x, y), such that each triple of function graphs 
intersect in at most s points, and each pair of functions intersect in a curve having at most t 
singular points. The following is proved. (1) If the intersection curve of each pair of functions 
intersects each plane x = eonst in exactly one point and s = 1 (but not if s = 2) then ~r is 
at most O(n), and can be calculated in time O(n log n) by a method extending Shamos' 
algorithm for the calculation of planar Voronoi diagrams. (2) If s --- 2 and the intersection of
each pair of functions is connected then ~r = O(n2). (3) If the intersection curve of each 
pair of functions intersects every plane x = const in at most wo points, then ~r is at most 
O(nG+2(n)), where the constant of proportionality depends on s and t, and where At(q) is 
the (almost linear) maximum length of a (q, r) Davenport-Schinzel s quence. We also present 
an algorithm for calculating M in this case, running in time O(nA~+2(n) log n). (4) Finally, 
we present some geometric applications ofthese results. 
1. Introduction 
In  this paper we study the problem described in the abstract, and derive upper and lower 
bounds on the complexity of the min imum M as stated there. These results provide part ial  
solutions for various special cases of the generalization f the following problem, init ial ly 
proposed by Davenport  & Sehinzel (1965), to the ease of  bivariate functions: Let 
f l (x ) , . . .  , f , (x)  be n cont inuous univariate functions, each pair of  which intersect in  at 
most s points. Let As(n) denote the maximum number of maximal connected port ions 
of the graphs of the f s  in such a collection, which compose the graph of their pointwise 
min imum ("lower envelope").  It is known (cf. Davenport & Schinzel, 1965; Atal lah, 
1985) that G(n)  is also equal to the maximum length of a sequence U = (u l , . . . ,  urn) of 
integers (called an (n, s) Davenport-Schinzel sequence) which satisfies the fol lowing 
conditions: 
(i) l~u~<--n for each i. 
(ii) For each i < rn we have uj # u~+~. 
(iii) There do not exist s + 2 indices 1 -< il </2 < '  9 9 < i,+2 -< m such that u~, = u~ 3= uj 5 
. . . .  a, u~ 2= u~ = u~ 6. . . . .  b, and a ~ b. 
The problem of estimating As (n) has been studied repeatedly; see Davenport & Schinzel 
(1965), Davenport (1971), Szemeredi (1974), Atallah (1985), Hart & Sharir (1986), Sharir 
(1987 & 1988), Agarwal et aL (to appear). It is known that )t l(n) = n and &(n)  =2n -1 .  
Hart & Sharir (1986) have shown that h3(n)= @(ha(n)), where a(n) is the funct ional  
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inverse of Ackermann's function, and thus grows extremely slowly. Agarwal et al. (to 
appear) have shown that A4(n)  = I~(n 9 2=(n)). Szemeredi (1974) proved that for each s -> 3, 
As(n) = O(n log* n), where the constant of proportionality depends on s, and where log* n 
is the smallest i >-- 1 such that s~ >-- n, where el = 2 and e~+l = 2 ~'. After several more refined 
calibrations of this quantity (Sharir, 1987 & 1988), the best bounds are due to Agarwal 
et al. (to appear) who have shown that A2,+2(n)=O(n.2~ A2,+2(n)= 
12(n. 2a(~(")')), and A~s+l(n)= O(n. a(n)~ for s>---2. 
Using these results, one can easily calculate the lower envelope of  a collection of n 
univariate functions atisfying the above conditions, using a straightforward divide and 
conquer technique, in time O(hs(n) log n) (see Atallah, 1985). 
All this gives relatively satisfactory information concerning the "one-dimensional" 
Davenport-Schinzel problem. However, the two-dimensional generalization of this prob- 
lem is still largely uninvestigated, and appears to be much harder. In this generalization 
one considers a collection F= {fl(x, y ) , . . .  ,f~(x, y)} of n continuous bivariate functions 
which satisfies the first two conditions tated above in the abstract, and aims to obtain 
upper and lower bounds on the maximum complexity K(F) (i.e. number of faces, edges 
and vertices) of the planar map, which can be called the minimization diagram of F, 
obtained by projecting the minimum of these functions onto the x, y plane. Each region 
of this map consists of a maximal connected set of points at which M is attained by a 
particular function f ,  and the edges (respectively, vertices) of this map consist of points 
at which M is attained simultaneously b two (respectively, three) functions. (We assume 
here that the functions in F are in "general position", thereby excluding degeneracies at
which two functions coincide on a two-dimensional region, or three functions coincide 
on a one-dimensional set, or four functions coincide at all; see also below.) 
If we suppose that each pair of functions intersect in a connected simple curve, or at 
least that the number of components of each such intersection curve is at most some 
fixed number t, then a trivial upper bound for K(F) is O(n 3) (with a constant depending 
on s and t), and our main goal is to improve that bound. 
This paper presents everal results in which the aforementioned bound is improved in 
certain special cases of the two-dimensional Davenport-Schinzel problem. These results 
extend several recent results on special cases of this problem, the most notable of which 
(Path & Sharir, to appear) is a tight 6)(n2a(n)) bound on the worst-case complexity of 
the lower envelope of piecewise linear functions, whose graphs consist of n (triangular) 
faces altogether. 
We begin our analysis in section 2 with a particularly favourable case, in which we 
assume each pair of functions in F to intersect in a connected simple curve which has 
the additional property that each plane cross-section of the form x = const intersects it
in exactly one point, and further assume ach triple of functions in F to intersect in at 
most one point. In this case we prove that K(F)= O(n), and present an O(n log n) 
algorithm for the calculation of the lower envelope of F; this algorithm is closely related 
to Shamos' algorithm for the calculation of Voronoi diagrams of points in the plane (see 
Preparata & Shamos, 1985). 
Section 3 considers the case in which each triple of functions intersect in at most two 
points, and each pair intersect in a connected simple curve. In this case, extending recent 
results on properties of the intersection of planar Jordan curves (Kedem et aL, 1986), we 
show that K(F)= O(n2), and that this bound is tight in the worst case. (Some of the 
material of section 3 has appeared in preliminary form in Sharir & Livne (1985).) The 
recent results of Pach & Sharir (to appear) give a construction of a collection of n 
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piecewise linear functions, each of whose graphs consists of just four faces, such that 
K(F) =f~(n2o~(n)), showing that in general K(F) is super-quadratic. 
We conjecture that for s > 2 the complexity K(F) is at most O(n)t,,(n)), for some s' 
depending on s (and possibly also on t). The recent work of Path & Sharir (to appear) 
substantiates this conjecture for piecewise linear functions. Section 4 of this paper proves 
this conjecture for the special case in which the intersection curve of any pair of the 
functions in F intersect every plane of the form x = const in at most 2 points. We show 
that in this case K(F) = O(nA~+2(n)), where the constant of proportionality depends on 
s and t, and present an O(nh~+2(n)log n) time algorithm for the calculation of the 
minimization diagram of F. Our analysis proceeds by reducing this restricted case of the 
2-D problem to a collection of 1-D problems involving lower or upper envelopes of 
certain subsets of the intersection curves of pairs of the function f~. 
The extra condition assumed in section 4is somewhat rtificial, but nevertheless covers 
certain applications in which the functions ft(x0, y) have relatively simple form (as 
functions of y) for each fixed xo, e.g. are linear or quadratic in y. For example, such a 
situation arises in analysis of the pattern of changes in the convex hull of n moving 
points, as is noted in the application-oriented s ction 5 of this paper, which also presents 
other geometric applications of our results. (The particular convex hull problem we 
discuss as an example was also studied by Atallah (1985) using a somewhat different 
technique.) 
Recently, Leven & Sharir (1987) analysed the problem of estimating the maximal 
number of free placements of a convex polygonal object in a two-dimensional region 
amidst a collection of polygonal obstacles at which the object makes three simultaneous 
contacts with these obstacles. The techniques used in that paper are very similar to those 
presented in section 4. Indeed, some of the key ideas in our analysis are adapted from 
Leven & Sharir (1987). However, the case studied in Leven & Sharir raises certain 
additional technical difficulties which require more sophisticated analysis, and which we 
were able to avoid here. 
We conclude the paper with an appendix which presents ome further geometric 
applications of Davenport-Schinzel s quences. The most notable of these is the property 
that a single connected component in an arrangement of n closed Jordan curves in the 
plane, each pair of which intersect in at most s points, has combinatorial complexity 
O(h,(n)). Similar esults have been obtained in Guibas et al. (1988) for the case of Jordan 
arcs, using a different analysis technique. 
2. The Single Intersection Case 
Let F = {fl(x, y), . . . ,  fn (x, y)} be a collection of n bivariate continuous and continuously 
differentiable functions defined over the entire plane. We assume that the functions 
fl . . . .  ,f,  are in general position, which means that (a) no pair of them intersect in a 
2-dimensional patch; (b) no four of them have a non-empty intersection; (c) each triple 
intersection of these functions is transversal; and (d) the sign of the difference f~-fj  
reverses as we cross any one of the curves (assumed smooth) along which j~ =f~. Though 
not entirely essential, these assumptions are made to simplify the foregoing analysis. They 
can be eliminated using standard techniques involving small perturbations (as sketched, 
for example, in Schwartz & Sharir, 1983). 
Put M(x, y)=minift(x, y) for each x,y. M is the lower envelope of the functions 
f l , . . . ,  f,. M induces a partition of the plane into maximal connected regions R such 
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that over each such region M is attained by a single function f~. The boundary of such 
a region consists of points at which M is attained by at least two of the given functions. 
Let M*  denote the planar map obtained from this partitioning. We shall call M* the 
minimization diagram for the set F of the functions f l , . . .  , f , .  The complexity of M, 
denoted by K(F), is defined to be the geometric omplexity of M*, i.e. the number of 
vertices, edges or faces of  that planar map. (It follows from our assumptions concerning 
general position and from Euler's formula that the number of vertices of M*, the number 
of  its edges and the number of  its faces are all proportional to one another, so that any 
of them can be used to measure K(F).) 
In this section we begin our analysis by considering particularly favourable collections 
F of this kind. Specifically, we assume that the functions in F have the following properties: 
(2.i) For each pair f ,  fj of distinct functions in F the curve ~/u defined by f(x, y)= 
fj(x, y) is either empty or is connected and each of its cross-sections of the form 
x = Xo consists of  exactly one point; moreover, the cross seetionsf(xo, y), fj(x0, y) 
intersect transversally at that point. 
(2.ii) Each triple f ,f J ,fk of distinct functions in F intersect in at most one point. 
Although these conditions are very restrictive, they do arise in certain applications, as 
will be noted below. In particular, they apply to any collection F of linear functions (for 
which the foregoing results are of course well known). 
THEOREM 2.1. If F is a collection of n bivariate funetions satisfying the above assumptions, 
then ~(F)= O(n). 
PROOF. Consider a fixed cross-section x = Xo. Since each pair of the restricted functions 
f~(xo, y) has at most one intersection, it follows that each function f~(xo, y) which appears 
in the minimum M(xo, y) can only be equal to M(xo, y) within one single interval of y. 
Let f , , f~ , . . .  ,fk be the sequence of functions which appear as values of the minimum 
M(xo, y) and suppose they are arranged in order of the increasing y ranges within which 
they equal M (the indices im being all distinct). As x0 increases, this sequence can change 
only at critical values of x0 at which some function fj appears or disappears between two 
others. However, a given function fj can only disappear once, following which it can 
never appear again as a portion of the minimum M(xo, y) for some larger value of Xo. 
Indeed, suppose that fj occurs in the minimum between f,. and fk at the moment of its 
disappearance, and that this occurs for y = Y0 at the level x --- x0. Since for x slightly less 
than xo the functions f~, fj, fk occur in the minimum in that order, it follows that for each 
such x we have fj <f  for y to the left of  the curve ~/u (oriented in the direction of 
increasing x) on which f =f], and that fk <fJ  for y to the left of 3/jk. Since at [Xo, Y0] all 
other functions f have values strictly larger than the common value f (xo,  yo) = f~(xo, Yo) = 
fk(xo, yo), the disappearance from the minimum M off j  at the point [Xo, Yo] implies that 
for x slightly larger than xo the curve ~/u must lie to the left of 7jk, with f,. <f / to  the right 
of  3/0 andJ~ <f j  to the left of 3/jk (see Figure 1). Since by assumption (2.ii) the two curves 
3/u and 3/jk never intersect again after their intersection at x = x0, these same inequalities 
must hold for all x> xo. Thus fj cannot appear again in the minimum M, because 
fj > min{f,fk} for x > Xo. 
This argument clearly implies that there are at most 2n critical levels of x at which a 
function appears or disappears from the minimum M, from which K(F)= O(n) follows 
at once. 
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Next we describe an algorithm for calculating the minimization diagram M* of a 
collection F of functions atisfying the hypotheses ofthe preceding theorem. Our estimates 
of  the time cost of this algorithm assume that certain primitive operations on pairs or on 
triples of the functions in F can be performed in O(1) time. These operations include: 
(a) Given a pair of functions ft, f je F, determine whether one of the functions is always 
smaller than the other, or else determine the side of the curve 3r on which J~ <~.  
(b) Given a pair f~,~ e F and some Xo, find the (unique) solution offi(xo, y) =~(Xo, y), 
if it exists. 
(c) Given a triple of functions f,.,fj,j~ e F, find their (unique) point of intersection, if 
it exists. 
Our algorithm begins by sorting the functions in F according to their values at y = +oo. 
More precisely, we run a comparison-based sorting procedure on the functions in F, 
relative to the order in which f,. <fj if either this relationship holds everywhere, or else 
it holds in at least one point (hence all points) [x0, y] for which y > Yo, where [x0, Yo] ~ Yu. 
(It is easily checked that this is indeed an ordering relation.) Since we have assumed that 
each comparison operation of this kind can be performed in O(1) time, we can generate 
the required sorted order, which we take to be f l , . . .  , f , ,  in O(n log n) time. 
Before continuing, it is helpful to eliminate certain functions from F which can be 
shown not to attain the minimum M at all. For this, scan the functions f l , . . .  , f ,  in 
increasing order, and for each index i determine (in O(1) time) whether the curvef  =f+l  
is empty. If it is, then the relationship f~<f+~ holds over the entire plane, so we can 
discard f+l  from any further consideration. Having cleaned-up F in this way, we can 
now assume that for each i the curve f =f+~ is non-empty. It is easy to check that this 
implies that for each pair f , f j  the curve f =f~ is also non-empty. 
We next divide the n functions f l , . . .  , f ,  into a lower group FI = {fl . . . .  ,f,/2} and an 
upper group F~ = {f,/2+~,... ,fn}, and, proceeding recursively, calculate the minimization 
diagrams M*, M* representing the lower envelopes Mj, M, of F~, F,, respectively. We 
assume that each of these diagrams is represented by a list of triple intersections of the 
functions in the corresponding group, arranged in ascending order of their abscissae, and 
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by a list of the functions constituting the minimum, in order of increasing y, for Xo below 
the least abscissa of  any triple intersection. Furthermore, it is assumed that appropriate 
" local"  data, specifying the functions that intersect at p and the type of transition 
(appearance or disappearance) that occurs at p in the sequence of functions defining the 
minimum M, is stored with each triple intersection p. As shown for example, Coles (1986), 
Chazelle & Guibas (1986), Driscoll et al. (1986), this representation f  the minimization 
diagram can be transformed in O(n log n) time into a data structure that supports many 
basic operations on the corresponding minimum M, the most useful of which is to find, 
for given x, y, the function f~ that attains the minimum M at (x, y). 
Our remaining task is to "merge" the two diagrams M*, M~, into the diagram M* for 
the entire collection F, and obtain a similar representation for M*. For this, we begin 
with the following observation. 
LEMMA 2.2. For each Xo there exists exactly one yo at which Ml(xo,Yo)=M,,(xo,Yo). For 
every Y>Yo we have M(xo,y)-~M~(xo,y)<M~(xo,y) and for every Y<Yo we have 
M(xo, y) -- M.(xo, y) < Ml(xo, y). 
PROOF. The clean-up procedure applied to F ensures that the order of the functions in 
F at y =-oo  (defined in a manner symmetric to the definition of the order of these 
functions at y --- +co) is the reverse of their order at y = +oo. Since Mt(xo, y) < M.(xo, y) 
for sufficiently large y, it follows that Mt(xo, y) > M. (Xo, y) for sufficiently small y, proving 
that Ml(xo, y) and M.(xo, y) must intersect at least at one point Y0. Suppose that at this 
point we have M~(xo, Yo) = g(x0, Yo), M,,(xo, Y0) =- h(xo, Yo) for some g ~ FI, h c F.. Then 
g(xo, y) <-- h'(xo, y) for each h'~ F. both for y =Y0 and for y sufficiently large, Therefore 
g cannot be equal to any h'~ F. for any y > Y0, so that Mt(xo, y) <-g(xo, y) < M. (xo, y) 
for all y > Yo- A completely symmetric argument shows that M.(xo, y) < Ml(xo, y) for all 
Y <Yo- 
The preceding lemma shows that the separating contour 
C = {(x, y): M,(x, y) = M,(x, y)} 
is an x-monotone and connected curve having a single intersection with each line x = x0, 
and that on the upper side (respectively, lower side) (in terms of y coordinate) of C the 
minimization diagram M* coincides with M* (respectively with M,*). This suggests the 
following approach. 
Take some Xo below the smallest abscissa of any triple intersection for either of 
the two groups; for this xo the y-order of the functions f. achieving the minimum in 
each group separately is known respectively, and is some subsequence of 
{f~ . . . . .  f./2}, {f./2+~ . . . .  , f ,} respectively. For the sake of exposition, we assume that 
(reading from top to bottom along the y-axis) these orders are simply 
{f~,.. .  ,f./2}, {f~/2+~,...,f.}. For this xo, calculate the transition value y; satisfying 
f =f+~, for each of these groups and for each i (we have assumed that each such 
calculation can be done in O(1) time), and merge (in total time O(n)) all these values 
y1 into a single increasing sequence. Search through each of the O(n) subintervals delimited 
by these values, in decreasing y order, looking for the first subinterval I containing a
point p at which the minimum function value f j(p) of the upper group F, becomes less 
than the minimum function value f , (p)  of the lower group Ft. Then p is a point on the 
contour C, and Lemma 2.2 implies that the order in which the functions in F appear in 
the minimum M(x0, y),  in decreasing y order, is fl , f2 , . . .  ,f,',f~,~+l . . . .  ,f,. 
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Having found this initial order, we proceed to obtain the list of all triple intersections 
along the minimum M of the entire collection F. For this, define the points u, u', v, and 
v' (all with abscissae x0) by f~(u) =f~+t(u), f~(u') =fj+t(u'), f~-~(v) =J~(v), f j - l ( ; / )  ~(v ' ) .  
Let the ordinates of u, u', v, v' be U, U', V, V' respectively. Then it is clear that p lies in 
the interval I = (max( U, U'), min( V, V')). Calculate (in O(1) time) the intersection point 
a of ~/i.i+~ and 7u, the intersection point a' of "/j +l and ~/u, the intersection point b of 
YJ.~-~ and 7u, and the intersection point b' of 3%-1 and Y0; discard any of a, a', b, or b' 
whose abscissa is smaller than Xo. Let x + dent "e he smallest of the remaining abscissae. 
Let x~ be the smallest abscissa of an intersection point in either of the lists associated 
with M*, M*. If x + < xx then the corresponding intersection point a, a', b, or b' is a new 
triple intersection, which we add to the list of such points for M*. The type of transition 
in M occurring at that point is determined as follows: 
(1) If the intersection having least abscissa is Y~'j+l n ~/u, then for x > x + the function 
f~+~ enters the list of functions appearing in the minimum, which becomes 
f l , . . . ,  fi, J~+l , f J , ' ' .  ,f," 
(2) If the intersection having least abscissa is 39d+1 n 3% then for x > x + the function 
fj drops out of the list of  functions appearing in the minimum, which becomes 
f l , . . .  , f .  f j+ ,  . . . .  , j r . .  
(3) If the intersection having least abscissa is Ti-1.; ~ 3% then for x > x + the function 
ft drops out of the list of functions appearing in the minimum, which becomes 
f l ,  . . . , f~- l , f j ,  . . . , f , , .  
(4) If the intersection having least abscissa is 3'j-l,j n 3% then for x > x + the function 
fj_~ enters the list of functions appearing in the minimum, which becomes 
f i , . . .  ,J~,fj-1 , f j , . - .  , f , .  
In case (1) the contour continues above x + along the curve 3'~+~d, and we proceed by 
considering the possible intersections of this curve with Yj-l.j on its y-higher side and 
the nearer of Tj.j+I, "/1+1,i+2 on its y-lower side. Cases (2)-(4) are treated in corresponding 
fashion; the reader should have no difficulty in supplying details. 
Suppose next that x~ < x +. If x~ is the abscissa of a triple intersection i Mt (respectively, 
M, )  and it lies in the portion of the x, y plane lying below (respectively, above) Y~, then 
x~ can simply be discarded because the final minimum M coincides with M,, (respectively, 
M~) on that side of Tu. Otherwise we add x~ to the output list of triple intersections and 
update the ordered list of functions along M(x~,  y )  in accordance with the transition 
occurring at xl. Whenever this updating operation removes f~_~ from this ordered list, or 
inserts a new function fv between f~-i and ft, or removes fj+l, or inserts a new function 
fj, between fj and f~+~, we may also need to replace one of the curves 3/,.;+1, Y,-1,~, 3~j,j+~, 
or 3'a-l.~ by another curve reflecting this change in the list of functions. In any such case 
we recalculate x + and repeat he procedure just described. 
Continuing in this way through successive levels above the starting abscissa x0, we 
obtain that portion of the minimization diagram for the full set of functions which lies 
to the right of x0. However, we still need to compute the portion of it which lies to the 
left of Xo. This is done in essentially the same way as above, proceeding from Xo leftwards, 
except hat we do not have to deal with any triple intersection within M~ or within M,. 
In this phase of the algorithm we also find the leftmost abscissa t which any interaction 
between the two subdiagrams occurs. Putting the results together, we obtain the desired 
final minimization diagram (with the required representation) i  total merge time O(n) .  
This implies the following result: 
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THEOREM 2.3. The minimization diagram of a collection F of n bivariate functions atisfying 
the conditions tated at the beginning of this section can be calculated in time O(n log n). 
REMARK. The method given above can be used as an alternative technique for the 
calculation of  the Voronoi diagram of a set of n points in the plane. More specifically, 
both our technique and the standard technique of Shamos & Hoey (see Preparata & 
Shamos, 1985) use the same overall divide and conquer, where the merge step calculates 
the contour separating the two subdiagrams. However, our technique for calculating (and 
representing) the contour is different han the standard techniques. 
The following result generalizes Theorem 2.1 and indicates the essentially topological 
nature of that result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f~, i= 1, . . . ,  n be a set of n real-valued continuous functions defined in 
the plane E 2. Suppose that 
(a) For each i,j between 1 and n, the set 70 of points p e E 2 satisfying the condition 
f~(p) =f j (p)  is either a closed Jordan curve or an open Jordan curve both of whose 
ends approach infinity. 
(b) For each fixed i, any two of the curves 7o', 7~k intersect in at most one point, and each 
such intersection is transversal 
(c) No quadruple intersections satisfying f~ =f~ =fk =fl for distinct i,j, k, I exist. 
Then the complexity of  the minimization diagram of the functions f~ is O(n). 
The proof of  Theorem 2.4 rests on the following topological lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let C~, i = 1 , . . , ,  n be a set of simple closed Jordan curves on the sphere S 2, 
and for each i let Ri be one of the two closed regions into which C~ divides S 2. Suppose that 
(a) Aside from possible intersections at a common distinguished point poo, any two of the 
curves C~ intersect in at most one point, each intersection other than poo being 
transversal 
(b) No three curves Ci intersect in any point other than poo. 
Then the intersection of all the regions R~ is (either null or) connected. 
PROOF. We will use induction on the number n of curves to prove the following more 
detailed claim. 
CLAIM. The intersection of all the Ri is (either null or) topologically equivalent to the region 
D* obtained from the unit disk D by removing the interiors of a finite number of simple 
closed curves Lj all o f  whose points lie interior to D, with the possible exception of the 
distinguished point poo = [0, 1] on the periphery C of D, which is the only possible intersection 
of these curves (see Figure 2). 
PROOF OF CLAIM. The claim follows for n = 1 by the Jordan curve theorem. Suppose that 
the claim is valid for n = k -1 ,  and consider any set of  k curves satisfying conditions (a) 
and (b). The region R~ bounded by C~ is homeomorphic to D, and using fairly standard 
topological arguments, we can suppose without loss of generality that all the curves 
Cj, 2~j<--k, are mapped into polygonal curves in the plane containing D; we will 
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henceforth assume that the situation takes place in that plane. If some curve Cj is disjoint 
from the interior of R1 then the intersection R~ n Rj is either empty or is equal to R~, in 
which case we can apply the induction hypothesis to complete the proof. Hence we can 
assume that each Cj at least partly traverses the interior of R1 (in a connected arc or 
closed curve, as is easily checked). 
Our first step is to dispose of the case in which there are curves C; that are not fully 
contained in R1. Suppose that there indeed exist such curves; then we will replace each 
such Cj by another curve Cj that is fully contained in Rt, without significantly changing 
the intersection of the R~s. This is done as follows. For each curve Cj that is not fully 
contained in Ra, let a~ be Cj n R1 and let /3j be that portion of C1 such that a~ ~/3~ 
encloses R~ c~ Rj in its interior. The modified curve Cj is taken to be aj w/3~. However, 
these curves do not satisfy the above conditions, because they will generally overlap along 
Ca. Nevertheless, condition (a) above on the original curves Cj is easily seen to imply 
that we can perturb each C.~ very slightly away from Ca so that each pair of the modified 
curves intersects in at most one point other than p~, without affecting the connectivity 
of the intersection of the Rjs. Having done this, we can now remove C~ from our collection, 
because R1 fully contains each of the modified regions R) = R~ c~ Rj, so removing C~ will 
not change the intersection of the Rjs, and the claim now follows by induction hypothesis. 
So now we can assume that each of the original C~ is fully contained in R~. Furthermore, 
we can also assume that each of the regions Rj lies in the exterior of Cj (in the plane 
embedding of these curves), for otherwise, arguing as in the preceding paragraph, we 
can remove C~ and use the induction hypothesis to establish the claim. 
Note that none of the curves Cj can intersect any closed curve Ct not passing through 
p~, since if it did it would have at least two transversal intersections with C, which our 
assumptions forbid. Suppose on the other hand, that C~ and Cj both pass through p~o 
and intersect, where 2-< i , j  <- k, and that locally in the neighbourhood of p~ the Ieftmost 
segment L of C~ lies left of both segments of Cj (the notion of left and right is well 
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defined since we consider a plane embedding of these curves in which they all emerge 
from p~ into the interior of  the unit disc D). Furthermore, let (Ci, Cj) be the lexicographi- 
cally leftmost such pair of curves, i.e. if C~,, C~1 is another pair of intersecting curves then 
(in the neighbourhood of poo) either the left segment of C~ lies left of both curves C~1, Cj,, 
o f  else i = il and the left segment of Cj lies left of the curve Cj~. Let q ~ po~ be the other 
point  of  intersection of Ci and Cj. Then the region exterior to both C~ and Cj is also the 
exterior of the simple curve C u obtained by first tracing C~ starting with L until q is 
encountered, and then tracing the portion of Cj exterior to C~ up to p~o. It is easy to 
check that the lexicographic minimality of the pair Ci, Cj implies that no curve Ck can 
intersect he curve Cv in two points distinct from p~, so that the two curves Ct and Cj 
can be replaced in our collection by the single curve Cu, and once again our claim follows 
by induction. On the other hand, if none of the curves Cj, 2-<j-< k intersect except at 
p~o, then our claim holds trivially. Thus it holds in all cases. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.5. The region D* described in the claim just established is clearly 
connected. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4. Choose one of the functions f~ of the given collection, and let 
fj be any other function. Iff~ <fj- (respectively, fj <f~) everywhere, then fj (respectively, 
f~) never appears in the minimum and can be omitted from the collection. Hence we can 
assume without loss of generality that for each j ~ i the curve 7u is non-null. If we 
complete the plane to the sphere, by adding a point po~ at infinity, those curves 7u whose 
ends approach infinity become simple closed Jordan curves through p~o. The resulting 
collection of curves plainly satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5, and hence the intersec- 
tion of all the regions R;j (i remaining fixed) in which f~ <fj,  is connected. That is, the 
region in which the minimum function M is assumed by the function f~ is connected. 
Hence the number of two-dimensional regions in the minimization diagram is at most n. 
Use of Euler's formula easily completes the proof of q~neorem 2.4. 
Theorem 2.4 suggests the following significant multivariate generalization. Suppose 
that f~ , . . .  ,f~ are smooth functions on E k, and that for each m and each subsetf  . . . . .  ,f,, 
of these functions, the subset of E k satisfying f-, . . . . .  f,,, is a smooth connected manifold 
V k-'~+] of co-dimension m-1  in E k. (In particular, if m = k+l , f ,  . . . . .  f,. has just 
one solution, and if m > k + 1, no solutions at all.) Suppose also that the graphs of the 
k m+l functions f~t, 9 9 9 f~,,, meet transversally, in an appropriate technical sense, along V - , 
and that V k-m+~ is either bounded or has appropriately simple behaviour at infinity. Then 
one expects the complexity of the minimization diagram to be O(n rk/2]). This is known 
to be the case if all the functions f~ are linear, and its truth in the general case is further 
suggested by important general results concerning oriented matroids, see Mandel (1981). 
3. The Special Case s--2 
Let F---{fl(x, y), . . .  , f , (x,y)} be a collection of n bivariate functions satisfying the 
assumptions tated in the first paragraph of the preceding section. In this section we 
replace the additional assumptions (2.i) and (2.ii) made in section 2 by the following 
assumptions: 
(3.i) For each i~ j  the plane curve f.(x, y)=fj(x, y) is simple and connected, and is 
either a closed surve, or is unbounded in both directions, so that it always 
partitions the x, y plane into two disjoint regions. 
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(3.ii) For each triple i,j, k of distinct indices, the equation f (x ,  y)=fj(x,  y)=fk(X, y) 
has at most two roots. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the above assumptions, the complexity of the minimization diagram 
of F is K (F) = O(n2). Moreover there exist collections F satisfying conditions (3.i) and (3.ii), 
for which K(F) = ll(n2). 
To prepare for the proof of Theorem 3.1, we first recall some properties of the intersection 
pattern of n Jordan curves in the plane (or rather on the sphere $2), as derived in Kedem 
et al. (1986). Specifically, let F={7~ . . . . .  %} be a collection of n such curves. Call F 
admissible if every pair of curves "/~, yj in F intersect in at most two points, and if each 
such intersection is transversal. For each curve y~ let K(y~) denote the closure of one of 
the regions into which y~ partitions the plane. Let K( I ' )=[. J~= 1 K(y;). Denote by I (F)  
the set of all intersection points of pairs of the curves in F, and let E (F )= I (F )n  0K(F).  
Even though ~I (F )  is ft(n 2) in the worst case, it is nevertheless true that 
THEOREM 3.2 (Kedem et aL, 1986). I f  F is an admissible collection of n >--3 Jordan curves 
then #E(F)~6n-12  (and the bound is tight in the worst case). 
The above linear bound on # E(F) fails to hold if pairs of curves in F are allowed to 
intersect in as many as four points per pair, in which case #E(F)  can easily become [l(n2). 
Note that Theorem 3.2 allows each of the K(yi) to be either of the two regions into 
which 3/,- partitions the sphere. 
For our desired application, we need to allow some of the yis to be unbounded, which 
requires some technical enhancement of the results of Kedem et al. (1986). We provide 
a brief outline of this enhancement and omit most of the rather straightforward technical 
details. 
We compactify the plane onto the sphere S 2 by adding a point p= at infinity. The curves 
3'~ now become closed Jordan curves on S 2, each pair of which intersect in at most two 
points other than p=. Next, enclose p~ by a sufficiently small cap C so that all intersection 
points between the curves y~ lie outside C, and such that all intersections that lie along 
the same curve y~ are contained in a connected portion of that curve that is disjoint from 
C. Replace each curve 7~ that passes through p= by a modified curve "/~' obtained by 
taking the connected portion of 7i - C that contains all intersection points of 3'i with the 
other curves, and connect its endpoints by a great circular chord within C (if y~ does 
not intersect any other curve, we can simply discard it, because its presence can only 
decrease #E(F)) .  It is now easy to check that the collection F* of all resulting curves y* 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, so that #E(F*),  which clearly dominates #E(F) ,  
is at most 6n - 12. 
With this extension of Kedem et aL (1986), we now return to 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. As in Kedem et aL, the preceding arguments can be used to 
obtain an upper bound on K(F) for the case considered here. For each i = 1 , . . . ,  n let trt 
denote the graph of z =f(x ,  y). Fix such a ~,, and for each j ~ i let ~o = o'i n crj. Let 
4): cr i -~ R 2 be the homeomorphism c~(x, y, z) = (x, y), and consider the collection of curves 
F~ = {Yu = 4)(6u): J r i} in R 2. By our assumptions each Yu is either a simple closed Jordan 
curve, or is a simple open curve both of whose ends approach infinity, and furthermore 
each pair Yu, y~k of these curves intersect in at most two points. For each j # i define 
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K (~ j )  to be the portion of the plane over which fj <f .  The preceding corollary then 
implies that the number of intersections of the curves Yu which lie on the boundary of 
[._3j~l K(yu) is at most 6(n - 1) - 12 = 6n - 18. But these intersection points stand in a 1-1 
correspondence with the points of triple intersection of the functions fk which lie on the 
intersection o f  o-~ with the graph of the minimum M. 
Repeating the above analysis for each cr~ and observing that each triple intersection 
point on M will be counted by this process three times, it follows that the number of 
such corners is at most 1/3n(6n-18)<--2n , which completes the proof of the first part 
of  Theorem 3.1. 
It is also easy to give examples of collections F of n functions atisfying the hypotheses 
of the theorem, for which K(F)=II(n2). For example, one can take F= 
{ f l , . . .  ,~ ,  gl . . . .  , g,} where 
f (x ,  y) -- (x - i) 2, 
gi(x, y) = afy + b~, 
where the at, bi are chosen so that each g~ appears along the lower envelope of the 
functions gk, and so that each intersection of two functions g~, gj that lies on the lower 
envelope has z coordinate between 0and 1/4. It is easy to see that F satisfies the conditions 
assumed in this section, and that K (F) = l)(n2). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
It is trivial that K(F) can be bounded by O(sn ~) for any collection F of functions 
satisfying the assumptions made above but with the relaxed assumption that any fixed 
number s > 2 of  triple intersections i  allowed. As noted in the introduction, we conjecture 
that the actual size of  K(F) is close to quadratic in n, and the bounds obtained in Pach 
& Sharir (to appear) show that K (F) can be more than quadratic for certain collections 
F. The taext section proves our conjecture for certain special collections of functions. 
4. Functions with Favourable Cross Sections 
Let F= {fl(x, Y) , . . .  , f , (x,y)} be a collection of n bivariate functions satisfying the 
assumptions tated in the first paragraph of section 2. Assume now that the functions in 
F satisfy the following additional conditions: 
(4.i) For each i # j  and each x0, the equat ionf(xo,  y) =fj(x0, y) has at most two roots. 
Call the smaller of  these two roots r~(Xo) (if any root exists) and the larger r~(Xo) 
(putting r~(Xo) = r~(xo) if just one root exists); if no roots exist let r~(xo) and r+(Xo) be 
undefined. 
(4.ii) Call any point at which any r~ or r~ ceases to be defined or has a discontinuity 
+ (respectively, of r~). We assume that for each i,j the a singular point of r U
functions r~, r~ have at most t singular points. 
(4.iii) We assume that no four distinct functions f ,  fj,fk,ft become identical at any 
point, and that for each triple i,j, k of distinct indices, the equations f (x ,  y) = 
fj(x, y) =fk(X, y) have at most s roots. 
In what follows we take both t and s to be fixed and independent of  n. 
Put M(x ,y )=min~f (x ,y )  for each x,y, and denote by K(F) the complexity of the 
minimum M, or of its associated minimization diagram M*, as described in section 2. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Under the above assumptions, K(F) has the bound O( nAs+2( n ) ), where the 
constant of proportionality depends on s and t. 
PROOF. For each given Xo, a pair of functions f(xo,y),fj(xo, y) are said to stand in a 
definite relation over a finite or infinite interval of y if one of the relationships f >f j  or 
fj >f  holds throughout this interval. Plainly f and fj stand in definite relation below 
r~(xo), above r~(Xo), and also between these two roots, if both exist, for every Xo. 
It is useful to introduce a notation which exploits (and disambiguates) the symmetries 
r~(Xo) = r~(xo) and r~(xo)= r~(xo). Specifically, we will write r~(xo) as qS~(xo) if f >f j  
below r~(xo), otherwise we will write r~(xo) as ~b~(xo); similarly, we will write r~(xo) as 
qS~(Xo) if f >f j  above r~(xo), and otherwise we will write r~(xo) as ~b~(Xo). Moreover, 
for points Xo at which th~(Xo) is defined but qS~(xo) is not, we put ~b~(xo)=-oo, and 
+ + 
similarly, when ~b u (xo) is defined but ~b~(xo) is not, we put qbji(Xo) = +oo. Finally, if neither 
of the two roots r~(xo), r+(xo) is defined, we put ck~(Xo)= +oo, ~(xo)=-0% qb~(xo)= 
-0% ~b~(xo) = +0% in case f~(xo, y) >fj(xo, y) for all y, with symmetric values assigned to 
these functions in the reverse case. 
Write Y0 for the solution set off.(x, y) =~(x, y). Our essential task in proving Theorem 
4.1 is to estimate the number of triple intersections p E 7o c~ ~ljk r "~ik at whichf,.(p) =f j (p)  = 
fk(P) = minl f (p) .  
For this, consider any such triple intersection p = [Xo, Yo]. Then p lies either on the 
graph of r~ or that of r~, so f (xo,  y) and ~(xo, y) stand in definite relation either for 
Y > Yo or for y < Yo. The same remark applies to the pairs f ,  fk and fj, fk, giving us three 
definite relations, of which at least two must apply on the same side (above or below) 
of  Yo. Hence two cases arise: 
CASE A. All three of the ordering relations just alluded to apply on the same side of Yo. 
In this case, rename the functions so that f>f j , f>fk  on that side of Yo, which for 
~(Xo) = ~ ~(x0). 'definiteness we will suppose to be the half-axis y > Yo. Then plainly + 
Moreover, no other function ~b~ can have a graph which passes below the point p = [Xo, Y0], 
since if it did we would have f (p )> minm fm (p). This shows that 
~b~(Xo) = q~(Xo) = mini q~(x0). (la) 
If f >f j  and f >f ,  for y < Yo, we can prove in exactly the same way that 
4,~(x0) = 4~(Xo) = maxl 4~(x0). (lb) 
Call a point [Xo, Yo] = [Xo, ~b~(Xo)] (respectively, [Xo, ~b ~(Xo)]) satisfying condition (l a) 
or (lb) a Type I~ triple intersection point, and call the union of  all such points, taken over 
all i = 1 , . . . ,  n, the collection of Type I triple intersections. Then the result of Atallah 
(1985) shows that for each i the number of type I, triple intersection points is at most 
,L+2(n). 
To see this, choose a fixed i and consider the "top /-envelope" ~b+(x)= mini ~b~.(x), 
where the minimum extends over all j # i. It follows by our assumptions on the functions 
f ,  . . . .  , f ,  that each of the functions ~b~(x) is single-valued and continuous at each x 
which is not one of at most t points of singularity of the curve f =9~. We can replace 
each function ~b~(x) possessing discontinuities or intervals over which it is not defined 
by at most t distinct partially defined continuous functions, each having a connected 
domain of definition. (With each interval I in which q~(x) is originally -o% we also 
associate as a subfunction 4~(x) the constant function -K  over/ ,  for some sufficiently 
large K.) This still leaves us with O(n) subfunctions ~b~, for each fixed i. 
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As noted, i f  the equation y = ~b~(x) = r~i+k(x) holds for j # k # i (where ~b~., ~b + now 
denote restrictions of  these functions to maximal connected subdomains), then 
ft(x, y) =fj(x, y) =fk(X, y), 
SO that condition (4.iii) implies that each pair of the subfunctions ~b~-, ~b~ can intersect 
in at most s points. Hence the largest number of alternations of any two of these functions 
~b~, ~b~ along the envelope ~p~ can be at most s + 3 (s + 1 alternations are possible within 
the intersection of their domains of definition, and two more alternations are possible 
within the symmetric difference of these domains). Hence the number of intersections of 
these functions which lie along the top /-envelope tp~ is at most h~+2(n) (cf. Atallah, 
1985; Hart & Sharir, 1986). 
In a completely symmetric manner, we can define the bottom /-envelope tp~-(x)= 
maxj ~b~(x) and prove that the number of intersections of the functions q~ which lie on 
the bottom /-envelope is also at most Z~+2(n). 
Summing over all n possible values of i, it follows immediately that the total number 
of type I triple intersections i  O(nXs+2(n)). 
Next we must consider: 
CASE B. TWO definite relationships between f ,  fj and fk are available on one side of Yo, 
and one other relationship is available on the other side. 
Suppose for the sake of definiteness that two definite relationships between f ,  ~, fk are 
available above Yo, and one below. Then one of the functions, call it f ,  must appear in 
the two relationships available above Yo. I f  these two relationships are f >f j , f  >j~, then 
we can argue exactly as above and have a type I triple intersection. Similarly, if fj > f ,  
f>fk  above Yo, then f j>f,f~>fk, so we can replace i by j and argue as above; once 
more, we have a type I triple intersection. Hence the only case requiring new consideration 
is that in which f <f j , f  <fk above Yo, and (say) ~ <fk below yo. 
Since fk >f  above Y0 and fk(P) = min l f (p) ,  it follows as above that no other function 
~b~-z can have a graph which passes below p, so that + " + ~Pki(Xo) =mint ~bkl(Xo), i.e. p lies on 
the graph of the top k-envelope r = mini 4~1(x). Arguing in the same way from the 
relationship fk >f j  available below Yo, we find that p lies on the graph of ~p~'(x)= 
max~ ff~t(x). Call any point lying on the intersection of these two graphs a type IIk triple 
intersection. 
We can bound the number of these intersections as follows. For a fixed k, the union 
of all the singular points of all the functions ~b~t, ~b~t and of all the type Ik critical 
intersection points divide the real axis into subintervals. There are at most O( n + ~.~+2(n)) = 
O(A,+2(n)) such division points. In any interval I between two adjacent points, all 
functions q~-t are (either undefined or) continuous and have distinct values; hence the 
indexj for which @~(x) = mint ~b+l(x) = ~b~(x) remains constant in L Similarly the index 
i for which tp~(x) = 4~-~t(x) remains constant in L Therefore all the roots of tp~(xo) -- gq~(xo) 
in I are roots of ~b~(x0)=ff~t(x0), which implies that for each such root the point 
p = ix0, ~b~(xo)] is one of the (at most s) roots o f f (p )=f j (p )=fk (P ) .  This proves that 
there are at most O(sA,+2(n)) type IIk triple intersections for each k, and hence at most 
O(nh,+2(n)) type II triple intersections in total. 
Theorem 4.1 is immediate from this. 
The above analysis can easily be converted into an algorithm for calculating M, which 
runs in time O(nA~+z(n) log n), assuming that each operation involving a specific pair or 
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triple of the functions f~ only requires constant time. (Typical operations of this kind are: 
find all intersections of three functions f~,J~,fk; find, for a fixed Xo, the two solutions of 
fJ(x0,y) ---fj(xo, y); find all the points of vertical tangency and discontinuity on the curve 
f~ =fj, etc.) Specifically, for each i = 1,. . .  n, the algorithm first calculates the bottom and 
top /-envelopes tp,.--, ~b~-, using the divide-and-conquer approach described in Atallah 
(1986) and Hart & Sharir (1986), then merges the breakpoints along these two envelopes 
(including points of singularity in any of the roots r~, r~) into a single list sorted in order 
of increasing x, and then finds the intersections of @+ with ~-  within each interval 
delimited by two adjacent breakpoints. 
This procedure will find a set S consisting of at most O(nAs+2(n)) triple intersections, 
in time O(n)ts.2(n) log n); S will include every triple intersection p = [xl,yl] at which 
f l (p)=f j (p)  =fk(p)=mintft(p)=M(p) and can associate the relevant riple i,s k of 
indices with each such p. However, S may also include points p for which the common 
value f~(p) =f j(p) =fk(P) differs from the minimum M(p), so a bit more work is required 
to complete calculation of M. To accomplish this, we use the following "sweeping" 
technique. Add to S all points of discontinuity or of vertical tangency of each of the 
curves f~ =fj. Since each of these O(n 2) curves has at most t such points, the enlarged S
that results till contains at most O(n,~.~+2(n)) points, and each point added can be tagged 
with the pair of indices i,j relevant to it. Choose a value x0 which is less than the abscissa 
of every point in the set S, and for this x0 calculate the sequence cr(xo) of indices i of 
the functions f~ which realize the minimum M(xo, y) = minJ~(x0, y), in increasing order 
of the y-intervals over which these functions attain M. Tag each adjacent pair i,j in this 
sequence with the sign "+"  (respectively, " - " )  if the corresponding transition between 
3~ andJ~ in minj~ takes place at r~(xo) (respectively, r~(x0)); these tags must be maintained 
during the computational process which we are describing. Then sweep x0 to the right 
from this initial value. The sequence cr(xo) can only change when x 0 passes through the 
abscissa xl of  one of the points p = [x~, yl] e S. At each swept level xo, determine the 
point p = Ix1, y~] ~ S with the next abscissa xl in ascending sequence, and let the associated 
indices be i,j, k (in case p is a triple intersection; the other possible case is considered 
below). The sequence cr(xo) can only change if i,j, k (perhaps in some permuted order) 
are either immediately adjacent in the sequence cr(xo) (for the current value of x0, or, 
equivalently, for values of Xo slightly less than xl) in which case fj can disappear from 
the minimum while f~ and fk remain; or ~ can appear between adjacent occurrences of 
f and fk. Since there can exist at most two vaiues y at which f(xl, y) =fj(x~, y) (respec- 
tively, f(xl, y)=fk(X~, y)), and since adjacent occurrences of any pair f , f j  of functions 
in the current minimum are tagged with signs "+"  or " - "  in a manner which identifies 
them uniquely, we can locate allrelevant pairs of adjacent functions, and test them to 
determine the manner in which o'(Xo) must be updated as xo advances past the critical 
level x~, all in time O(log n). If the point p = [x~, ya] under examination is not identical 
with any of the finite number of roots f(x~, y) =fj(xl,  y) examined for functions adjacent 
in the sequence ~r(xx), then f (p )  --~(p) =fk(P) does not realize the minimum value M(p)  
and p can be dropped from the set S. 
If the next point p = [xl, y~] ~ S to be processed is a point of singularity of vertical 
tangency of some intersection curve f =f~, then in much the same way as above we update 
o'(xl) according to the type of singularity or discontinuity at p; for example, an interval 
within which f attains the minimum may have to be split into two subintervals, and a 
new interval between them, in which fj attains the minimum M, is inserted into o-(xa); 
or similarly~ may disappear between two adjacent intervals wheref  attains the minimum, 
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which now fuse into a single interval etc. As before, this change need not necessarily 
show up along the minimum M, in which ease we simply discard p from the set S. 
It should be plain that boundary curves for each of the regions constituting the 
minimization diagram of the functions f~ . . . .  ,f,, can be constructed as the scanning 
algorithm described in the preceding paragraphs runs, at a computational cost not 
exceeding O(nAs+2(n)log n). We thus obtain: 
THEOREM 4.2. The minimization diagram of a collection F of n bivariate functions atisfying 
the condition made in this section, can be calculated in time O(n)t~+2(n) log n). 
REMARKS. (1) A typical instance of a problem satisfying the conditions assumed in this 
paper is that in which each f (x ,  y) is a polynomial, of  some fixed maximal degree in x 
and y, and is at most quadratic in y. More precisely, such a collection satisfies condition 
(4.i) (because the resulting equations are at most quadratic), condition (4.ii) (because 
the intersection curve f =f j  is an algebraic plane curve of fixed maximal degree), and 
the second part of condit ion (4.iii) (by Bezout's Theorem). The first part of condition 
(4.iii) is satisfied provided that the functions f are "in general position"; however, even 
if they are not in general position, an argument based on slight perturbations of these 
functions can be used to derive the same bound on the complexity of their minimization 
diagram. 
(2) It is interesting to note that the special case of the 2-D Davenport-Schinzel problem 
studied in this section barely "misses" the special case of piecewise linear functions 
studied in Pach& Sharir (to appear). In this case one has a collection F= 
{fl(x, y ) , . . . , f ro  (x, y)} of  m continuous bivariate functions whose graphs are piecewise 
linear surfaces having n(triangular) faces altogether. In this case the minimum M(x, y) 
of the f s  is also polyhedral, and its complexity, as defined above, is essentially the number 
of (planar) faces on the graph of M. Here we can treat each face F~ on any of the graphs 
of f~ , . . .  , f ,  as the graph of a single continuous function g~ which pulls very steeply 
towards +co outside the projection of F~ onto the x, y plane. We can even assume, without 
significant loss of  generality, that each face Fg is triangular, so that the functions in the 
collection g~ . . . .  , g, can be very simple, piecewise linear functions defined on triangular 
domains. 
Each triple of  the functions g~ intersect in at most k points, and the intersection curve 
of any two of them has at most k singularities, for a fixed small k which is easily calculated. 
However, for fixed :co, the equation g~(Xo, y)= gs(Xo, y) can have three (but no more) 
solutions, rather than the two required by condition (4.i). Thus the argument just given 
fails to yield any sharp upper bound on the complexity of M in this important case. 
Nevertheless, as mentioned above, this significant generalization has recently been treated 
in Pach & Sh~trir (to appear) and it has been shown that its complexity is indeed nearly 
quadratic in the number of faces n. 
5. Application of  the Foregoing Results to the Calculation of Convex Hulls in 
Two and Three Dimensions 
We now illustrate the use of the results derived in the preceding sections by applying 
them to the problem of  calculating the convex hull of point sets in two and three 
dimensions. Our first application is to the very classical problem of calculating the convex 
hull of a finite set of points in R 3 (see Preparata & Shamos (1985) for an account of  
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prior work on this problem). We reduce this problem to the problem studied in section 
2 using a rather standard uality argument. Specifically, let S = {p~,. . . ,  p,} be a set of 
n points in R 3. Our goal is to calculate the convex hull cono(S) of S. Suppose without 
loss of generality that the origin O lies in cony(S). For each point Pl and each u ~ S 2 let 
f~(u) be the distance from the origin to the plane passing through p~ and having u as a 
unit normal, i.e. 
f , ( , )  =p , .  u. 
Let F(u) = maxif~(u), for u ~ S 2. Then F(u) gives the distance from the origin to the 
supporting plane of conv(S) whose outward normal is u. From this it is plain that 
calculation of the "maximization diagram" of F is linear-time quivalent to the calculation 
of  cony(S). 
To apply the results of section 2, we modify the functions f~ and F slightly, as follows. 
First, restrict the domain of these functions to normal directions pointing into the 
half-space z > 0. Then, instead of considering normal directions as points on S 2, regard 
them as points on the plane z = 1, so we can redefine our functions as 
f~(x,y)=p,.(x,y, 1) i=l , . . . ,n ,  
F(x, y) = maxf (x ,  y), 
for (x, y) e R 2. 
Since the functions f,. are now linear, they clearly satisfy the conditions tated in section 
2. The results presented in section 2 therefore imply that the complexity of cony(S) is 
O(n) and give a procedure for calculating it in O(n log n) time. This result is of course 
well known, see Preparata & Hong (1977); what is here of interest is that our derivation 
makes it a special case of a more general procedure. Note that the existence of connections 
between the problem of calculating Voronoi diagrams in R 2 and that of calculating convex 
hulls in R 3 is also well known (see Brown (1979), Edelsbrunner & Seidel (1986)). The 
results presented in section 2 show that these two problems can both be viewed as special 
instances of the more general problem of finding minima of bivariate functions. 
Next take S to be a set of spheres (cr~ . . . .  , o',} rather than points. Even in this generalized 
case we can approach the problem of calculating cony(S) in much the same way as above. 
More specifically, let o'~ have centre Pt and radius r ,  for i = 1, . . . ,  n. Then, assuming as 
above that O c cony(S), we can put 
f~(u) =pt" u+r, u~S 2, 
for each i; this function gives the distance from O to the plane tangent o cr~ at a point 
whose outward normal is u. Here again, the function F(u)=maxlf~(u) characterizes 
cony(S) completely. These functions f~ satisfy the conditions of section 3. Indeed, it is 
easily checked that each pair of functions f~,fj intersect in a circle along S 2, which also 
implies that a triple f~,fj,fk of functions can intersect in at most two points. The results 
of  section 3 therefore imply that the convex hull of n spheres in 3-space can have 
combinatorial complexity at most O(n2). 
Next we show that this bound is tight in the worst case, even for collections of pairwise 
disjoint spheres. Let T be the torus obtained by sweeping aball of radius 1 with its centre 
moving along the circle x2+ y2 = p2, z = 0, where p is a very large parameter to be chosen 
later. Let C be the circle obtained by cutting T by the half plane H: y =0, x > 0. Let 
B~, . . . ,  B, be n very small balls (think of them as points) located in H just outside the 
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boundary of C so that conv(  C w (B in  H)  u . .  9 u ( B,, c3 H)  ) consists of an alternating 
sequence of portions of C separated by portions of each of the spheres Bi. See Figure 3(a). 
Next consider the 3-D hull K = conv(T  u B iu"  9 9 u B,,) .  Represent K by its normal 
(Gaussian) diagram, i.e. by partitioning the sphere S 2 into regions such that for each 
region R, all directions u E R are such that the planes supporting K and having outward 
normals u all touch K at the same "piece" (T or one of the B;s). Clearly appropriate 
choice of the Bis will give this normal diagram the form shown in Figure 3(b), i.e. to 
each Bi there corresponds a small region R; separated from the other egions Rj; all these 
regions are crossed by the meridian 0 = 0 and surrounded by one big region Q correspond- 
ing to the torus T. 
Next replace T (or, rather, the portion of it near 0 = 0) by n pairwise disjoint unit 
balls D1, . . . ,D , ,  whose centres (which all lie on the circle x2+ya=p2,  z=O)  are 
sufficiently close to one another. It should be clear that the normal diagram of the hull 
K*  = conv(  Da w . 9 9 u D,,  u B1 u " 9 9 ~ B,,)  splits the big region Q corresponding to the 
torus' tangent planes into n "meridional strips" Q], . . . ,  Q,, so that each Q~ corresponds 
BI 
Bi 
(c) 
2 
Figure 3 
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to a ball D~ and is bounded between two meridians close to one another. If D~, . . . , /9 ,  
almost ouch one another, and p is chosen sufficiently large, each of the strips Q~ will be 
intersected by each of the regions Rj. In this case, a "facet" of the convex hull corresponds 
to every position of a normal plane lying approximately normal to the circle 0 = 0, and 
touching some particular ball D, at a vertical position between two successive balls Bj 
and Bj+1. Plainly, then, the convex hull has 12(n 2) complexity. See Figure 3(e). 
REMARK. It is interesting to note that if all the spheres o-~ have the same radius r, then 
the corresponding functions f~ all have the same additive term r. This implies that 
maximization of these functions is equivalent to the maximization of the same functions 
but with the term r dropped, i.e. the functions that we would have obtained in the 
calculation of the convex hull of the set of centres of the spheres. We thus conclude that 
the combinatorial complexity of the convex hull of a collection of congruent spheres is 
only linear. 
As a final application of the results of this paper to convex hull problems, consider 
the following problem (also studied in Atallah, 1985): Let S(t)={pl(t),..., p~(t)} be a 
collection of n moving points in the plane. At each fixed time t, let C(t) be the convex 
hull of S(t). Although the points p~(t) vary continuously with t, their hull C(t) can be 
described combinatorially by specifying the circular sequence of the points p~ lying on 
the boundary of the hull. This discrete representation f C(t) can change only at critical 
levels of t at which three points p~(t), pj(t), Pk(t) become collinear along the hull boundary. 
To analyse these changes we can proceed as follows. For each point p~ define a function 
f~(t, O) =pi(t). (cos 0, sin 0) 
for 0el0,  2~r) and t -0 .  As before, the convex hulls C(t) are characterized completely 
by the function 
F(t, O)= max fi(t, 0), 
which also describes the variation of the convex hull with t. 
For each fixed to the equation 
f,(to, o)=fAto, o) 
clearly has at most two solutions. Moreover, if we restrict ourselves to the domain 
0 e [0, it), this equation has exactly one root for each fixed to. For each triple i,j, k of 
distinct indices, the equations 
ft(t, O)=fj(t, O)=fk(t, O) 
have a solution (t, 0) exactly when the three points pi(t),pflt),pk(t) become collinear. 
Hence, if we assume that the t-dependence of the points p~ is such that any triple of them 
become collinear at most some fixed number s of times (e.g. assume that the coordinates 
of  each pt(t) are polynomials of t of some fixed maximal degree), then the results of 
section 4 imply that the total combinatorial complexity of the family {C(t)}t_~o f hulls 
is at most O(nA~+2(n)), and that this family of hulls can be calculated in time 
O(nhs+2(n) log n). 
If the motions of the points p~(t) are restricted still further, situations arise in which 
the stronger conclusions of sections 2 and 3 apply. For example, if each point Pi(t) moves 
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with constant velocity (which may vary from point to point), and all points move in the 
same direction, then it is easily checked that any three points can become collinear at 
most once, so that in this case C(t) can undergo at most O(n) combinatorial changes. 
Similarly, if each point p~(t) moves with constant velocity along an arbitrary line, then 
it is easily checked that any three points can become collinear at most twice, so that C(t) 
can undergo at most O(n ~) combinatorial changes in this ease. 
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Appendix: Miscellaneous Observations Concerning the Davenport-Schinzel Problem 
In this appendix we include several observations on certain variants of the Davenport- 
Schinzel problem. 
I. ON THE UNION OF JORDAN REGIONS IN THE PLANE 
The following theorem, which is also given in Guibas et al. (1988), generalizes the result 
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on one-dimensional Davenport-Schinzel sequences basic to many of the results of this 
paper, and emphasizes the essentially topological nature of that result. 
THEOREM A.1. Let " /~,. . . ,  3,, be a finite collection of  closed Jordan curves on the sphere 
S 2, and, for each j, let R i be one of the two regions into which "Fj divides S 2. Suppose that 
any pair Yi, 39 of  these curves have at most s intersection points, all transversal. Let 
R = [.-Jl~t~n Rj, and let R '  = S 2 - R. Let K be one o f  the connected components o f  R'. Trace 
one component of  the boundary fl of  K (in clockwise or counter-clockwise order), and let 
Ora l ,  . . . , O~ k be the sequence of curves 3,j from which the successive Jordan arcs comprising 
come. Then the length k o f  this sequence is at most A~(n). 
The proof of this theorem rests upon the following auxiliary 
LEMMA A.2. Let the periphery C of  the closed unit disc D be divided into non-overlapping 
arcs t~l, . . . , an, and let each of  these arcs be marked with one o f  three letters a, b, c. Inside 
D draw additional disjoint Jordan arcs A1 . . . .  , A,, beginning and ending on C. For 1 <-j ~ m, 
let R s be one o f  the two regions into which A s divides D; let R ~ U~j~, ,  Rj, and R'  = D - R. 
Suppose that the centre 0 o f  D is interior to R'. Mark each of the arcs Aj with a fourth letter 
d. Trace the arcs constituting the boundary o f  R'  in counter-clockwise fashion around the 
boundary of  R', and let A = (h i , . . . ,  Ak) be the (circular) sequence of letters with which 
these arcs are marked. Then any (circular) subsequence. .a. . . b. . . a. . . b. . . of  A consisting 
o f  alternate occurrences of  the two letters a and b is also a (circular) subsequence of  the 
sequence of markings of  the original arcs a l , . . . ,  a,.  
Before proving this lemma, we use it to give the 
PROOF OF THEOREM A.1. We will prove that, for each i and j, the maximum length of 
any subsequence.. .  3'~. 9 9 %. 9 9 ~/i... 7j. . .  of al, 9 9 Crk is S+ 1, from which the theorem 
follows by definition of Davenport-Schinzel s quences. We can suppose that arcs of both 
y~ and yj occur in some one component of the boundary of K, since otherwise there is 
nothing to prove. Plainly there exists some simple arc A lying along the union Uk,,i, j 3'k 
which connects Yi and 39 and which has no points other than its endpoints in common 
with ~/l or 3's; if y~ and yj have any intersection, A can simply be taken to be null. Let h 
be the component of S2-(- /~u %.uA) which contains K. Since the boundary of A is 
connected, A is simply connected, and hence equivalent by a conformal map ~b to the 
interior of the unit disc D. Arguing as in the proof of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, we can show 
that this map extends to a homeomorphism between the closed disc D and the closure 
of  A, except hat if the simple arc A is non-null each of the points on A must be treated 
as a pair of points corresponding to its two "sides". Divide the boundary C into disjoint 
arcs depending on the particular curve %, Ys, on A to which each boundary point maps, 
and mark each such arc with the letter a (respectively b, respectively c) depending on 
whether its points map to y~ (respectively yj, respectively A). Then if A is non-null, at 
most one arc is marked a (respectively, b), whereas if A is null, at most s arcs will be 
marked a (respectively, b). 
The image q~(K) is a subset of D bounded by finitely many simple arcs, and subarcs 
corresponding to portions of y; or ~/j can appear only in the exterior boundary E of 
qS(K), not in any interior boundary of 05(K) (if q~(K) has interior boundaries, i.e. is not 
simply connected). We can suppose without loss of generality that the center O of D 
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belongs to ~b(K). Each subarc of E which is not an arc of C clearly begins and ends at 
C. The claimed bound on the length of any subsequence. . .  7~,.. 7j. 9 9 y;.. 9 Yj, and with 
it the present heorem, follows at once from Lemma A.2. 
Pp.ooF OF LEMMA A.2. If  no arc marked a or b forms part of the boundary of R' there 
is nothing to prove, so we can assume that there exists such an arc. Let p be a point 
interior to this arc. It will be convenient to map the disc D into the upper half plane, 
mapping p to the point at infinity. Then D becomes the upper half plane, C the real 
axis, and all points of D sufficiently close to oo belong to R'. It follows that for each j, 
the region Rj excluded from R' is bounded by Aj and the interval of the real axis 
connecting the ends of Aj. For every i and j  the interval 1~ of C delimited by the endpoints 
of A~ must either include, be included in, or be completely disjoint from the interval /j 
of  C delimited by the endpoints of Aj, since otherwise A; and Aj would have to intersect, 
contrary to assumption. On the other hand, if ~ c / j ,  then A fc  Rj, hence R~ c Rj, so we 
can drop A~ from our collection of curves without changing R'. Hence we can suppose 
without loss of  generality that all the/ j  are disjoint. It is plain from this that the sequence 
A can be obtained from the sequence F of markings al ,  9 9 9 an by replacing some of the 
individual characters a, b, c constituting F by finite sequences adad. . .  (respectively 
bdbd. . . ,  respectively cdcd.. .  ), and possibly by deleting certain other characters from F, 
and finally by making the resulting sequence circular. Lemma A.2 is obvious from this. 
As a corollary of  the preceding arguments we obtain the following: 
THEOREM A.3. Let 3q, 9 l ' ~ be n closed Jordan curves in the plane such that any pair of 
them has at most s intersection points, all transversal. Let K = conv( 3Jt u 9 " "u 3~). Divide 
the boundary of K into disjoint maximal subarcs c~, a2 , . . . ,  a~ such that the interior of 
each a~ has non-empty intersection with exactly one of the curves yj. Then the number m of 
such arcs is at most h~(n). 
PROOF. It is easily checked that such a decomposition of the boundary of K is always 
possible. Mark each of the arcs at by the curve 35" which it intersects, and let Ko denote 
t l  
the unbounded component of  the complement of [-Ji=l Yi. Theorem A.1 implies that the 
number of subarcs of  Y l , . . - ,  7, comprising the boundary/3 of K0 is at most As(n). Let 
a l ,  O~z be two adjacent arcs in the decomposition of the boundary of the hull K and let 
~/;~, 3;2 respectively, be the two curves which aa, a2 intersect. Then clearly there exist two 
points u ~ al n y~,, 7/~ a2 n 3'~ (not necessarily distinct) such that the segment uv is 
contained in a~u a2caK.  Clearly u and u both belong to/3. 
Two cases need be considered: 
(i) u and ~, belong to different components of/3. We claim that the number of pairs 
ctl, a2 for which this case arises is at most 2n -2 .  To see this, decompose aK again 
into maximal disjoint subarcs a t ,  9 9 9 a" such that the interior of each arc intersects 
exactly one component of/3. Then aK cannot contain a sequence of four such 
subarcs 81, 82, 83, 84, such that 8t, 33 meet he same component ~ of/3 and 82, 84 
meet another component ]3~ of/3. Thus if we label each aJ by the component of 
/3 that it meets, we obtain a (circular) (n, 2) Davenport-Schinzel sequence whose 
length is easily seen to be at most 2n-2  (Atallah, 1985; Edelsbrunner & Sharir, 
to appear). 
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(ii) u and v belong to the same component/3o of ft. Going from u to v along OK can 
be regarded as a shortcut of the traversal of/~0 between these two points. Hence 
the number of such pairs (u, v) is easily seen to be bounded by the total complexity 
of all components/30 of/3, which, as has just been argued, is O(hs(n)). 
These observations are easily seen to imply the theorem. 
I1. ON THE kth LARGEST OF n FUNCTION VALUES 
Next we comment on another generalization of the standard one-dimensional Daven- 
port-Schinzel problem, this time to the analysis of the combinatorial structure of the kth 
level of a given collection of n continuous univariate functions f~ (x) . . . .  ,f# (x), each pair 
of which intersect in at most s points. That is, we consider the function Fk(X) whose 
value is equal to that of the kth smallest of the function values f~(x), ... ,fn(x) (thus in 
particular Fl(x) is the pointwise minimum of the functions f~). Let A~k)(n) denote the 
maximal number of maximal connected portions of the graphs of functions f~ which 
compose the graph of Fk. 
For arbitrary values of k, even the simplest case of this problem, in which all functions 
f,. are linear, is very hard, and no sharp bounds for A~k)(n) are known (see Edelsbrunner 
& Welzl (1985) for some recent results in this special case). However, we can easily show 
that for small values of k (and of s) the quantities ~k)(n) are all nearly linear. 
LEMMA A.4. A!,2)(n)= O(A~+2(n+A~(n)))= O(A~+a(n)). 
PROOF. Let f L , . . .  , f ,  be the left-to-right sequence of functions which attain the pointwise 
minimum F1. By definition t~ As(n). Now make each of the functions ~ undefined (i.e. 
+oo) over each interval where it appears as the minimum. This breaks the original n 
functions up into at most n +)t~(n) partially defined functions (each with a connected 
domain of definition), such that the pointwise minimum of these functions is now F2. 
Since each pair of the new functions intersect in at most s points, it follows from the 
results of Atallah (1985) and Sharir (1987) that the combinatorial complexity of the 
second level F 2 is at most O(A,+2(n+h~(n)))= O(/\s+3(n)). 
COROLLARY. ~.(k)(n)= O(l~.s+k+l(n)). 
PROOF. We can repeat he preceding argument k times. At the jth repetition the remaining 
portion of the graphs of the remaining functions are broken up into graphs of at most 
n+O(hs+j(n)) partially defined and continuous functions, from which the necessary 
induction again follows using Atallab (1985) and Sharir (1987). 
